Extrapleural Pneumonectomy for Sarcoma of the Lung in a Pediatric Patient
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Abstract
Pediatric sarcomas are rare entities. Bone sarcomas and rhabdomyosarcoma are most common, whereas primary sarcoma of the lung is extremely uncommon. Pneumonectomy is only very infrequently performed in the pediatric population. We report on a 16-year-old girl with an undifferentiated high-grade pleomorphic sarcoma of the left lung. There was no comorbidity and no history of previous malignant disease. The huge tumor originated from the left lower lobe and had spread to the left pleura. As part of a multimodal approach, she underwent extrapleural pneumonectomy with en bloc resection of the pleura, lung, pericardium, and diaphragm.
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Introduction

Pneumonectomy in children is very infrequently performed.1 In developed countries, the most common indications are congenital anomalies and primary or metastatic pulmonary tumors.1,2 Just a handful of cases of extrapleural pneumonectomy (EPP) in children have been reported.2 Pediatric sarcomas represent only 13% of all pediatric malignancies and soft tissue sarcoma is even more uncommon.3

In this report, we present the case of a 16-year-old girl who underwent EPP for pulmonary sarcoma as part of a multimodal treatment concept.

Case Description

A 16-year-old girl with no previous illnesses started to complain about pain in the left shoulder and the left chest wall. When the pain did not subside, she consulted her general physician who diagnosed shoulder–arm syndrome and prescribed a pain gel. She did not get better and started to feel unwell and tired. A little later she started coughing. At that time, she was referred to a pediatric unit at a local hospital. Chest X-ray showed a large opacity in the lower half of the left chest (►Fig. 1A). She was diagnosed with pneumonia and received antibiotics. When no improvement occurred, computed tomography (CT) was performed. The CT scan showed a large tumor of the left lower pulmonary lobe with spread to the pleura. She was now transferred to the pediatric department at a German university hospital.

Whole body magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) revealed no distant metastatic disease. Biopsies showed a sarcoma without specific lineage differentiation. Molecular pathology was able to detect ALK-EML4 translocation. Initially, systemic cancer therapy with chemotherapy and crizotinib was started. Following the receipt of the reference pathology, the CWS (Cooperative Soft Tissue Sarcoma Study Group) guidance was sought and polychemotherapy following the VAIA regimen (vincristine, adriamycin, ifosfamide, and actinomycin D) in combination with alectinib was given. After initial response, new tumor progress was seen and the therapy regimen was adapted again. The last chemotherapy included gemcitabine, vinorelbine, and docetaxel together with lorlatinib. Following 6 months of systemic cancer therapy, the multidisciplinary team (MDT) meeting recommended referral to thoracic surgery for possible resection of the tumor.
Restaging proofed that the tumor was still limited to the left chest cavity (►Fig. 1B) with no occurrence of distant metastatic disease. Complete macroscopic resection seemed achievable and the patient underwent thoracotomy. Intraoperatively, a large tumorous mass comprising the entire left lung with spread to the pleura but no invasion of the muscular and osseous parts of the chest wall was encountered. Neighboring structures as the oesophagus or the big vessels were not invaded. The parietal pleura could easily be separated from the chest wall and the mediastinum. Extrapleural pneumonectomy with en bloc resection of the left lung, pleura, parts of the diaphragm, and the pericardium was performed (►Fig. 1C). Several frozen sections proofed clear resection margins. The pericardium was reconstructed using Gore-Tex Soft Tissue Patch (W. L. Gore & Associates, Newark, Delaware, United States; ►Fig. 1D).

Pathology showed an undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma with spindle cell and epithelioid components (►Fig. 2). There was intratumoral necrosis (<10%) and the KI-67 proliferation index was 60 to 70%. The postoperative course was largely uneventful and the patient was discharged home at postoperative day (POD) 14 in good condition and with no need for supplemental oxygen. The MDT meeting suggested further therapy with ALK inhibitor (brigatinib) and adjuvant radiotherapy. The patient and her parents, however, decided against the radiotherapy and close follow-up was started.

Discussion

Nonrhabdomyosarcoma soft tissue sarcoma (NRSTS) accounts for ca. 4% of all pediatric malignancies. Undifferentiated high-grade pleomorphic sarcoma (UHGPS) is even more uncommon in children and comprises only 2 to 6% of all pediatric sarcomas. UHGPS is a highly aggressive tumor with considerable metastatic rate and risk of local recurrence. Scattered aggregates or discrete components of epithelioid cells as in our case have been reported previously in the pediatric population and are considered to be associated with a less favorable prognosis. The proximal variant of epithelioid sarcoma (PES) constitutes an important differential diagnosis. PES is a highly aggressive, undifferentiated, soft tissue sarcoma, too. It accounts for approximately 4 to 8% of all NRSTS. PES is characterized by INI 1 (integrase interactor 1) inactivation with absence of INI 1 expression in immunohistochemistry. In our case, however, INI 1 was not inactivated, so that PES could be ruled out.

Modern treatment for pediatric sarcoma is without question multimodal comprising systemic therapy, surgery, and radiotherapy. As in adult patients, targeted therapy has moved to the center of interest in pediatric oncology. Many current pediatric oncology trials investigate the application of targeted therapy or the combination of...
conventional chemotherapy with targeted drugs. The reported case is particularly interesting and innovative because molecular pathology confirmed ALK-EML4 translocation opening up the possibility for targeted therapy with a proteinase inhibitor. As a consequence, the applied systemic therapy was from the outset combining conventional chemotherapy with targeted drugs as crizotinib.

**Conclusion**

In pediatric thoracic surgery, pneumonectomy is very infrequently performed. Indications for EPP in children have only anecdotally been reported. The treatment of pediatric sarcoma is multimodal with radical surgery being the cornerstone of successful therapy. Rapid progress in molecular pathology, the availability of new substances and the more widespread use of targeted therapy for pediatric malignancies will probably result in better response rates of systemic therapy for pediatric sarcoma. Increased effectiveness of upfront chemotherapy means that it is likely that more patients will eventually be considered for radical surgery. As there currently exists only limited information regarding the feasibility and outcome of EPP in the pediatric population, we feel that it is important to share experience to build up a better and well-founded basis for decision-making in thoracic surgery for pediatric sarcoma. Against this background, we report our case to illustrate that within a multimodal approach, EPP is an option for pediatric sarcoma patients where the tumor is limited to one chest cavity.
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